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I am an MA Choreography student at the National Dance Academy of Rome (Italy) and a 
professional dancer and choreographer. Thanks to the C.M. Lerici Foundation’s 
scholarship, I was awarded a research period from August 25th, 2019 through September 
22nd, 2019 at the DOCH University of Dance and Circus UNIARTS Stockholm and at the 
Ballettakademien Stockholm. During this period I pursued the following activities: 
 
§ I attended many classes in the subjects of: Artistic Documentation Processes for 

Performance, Dance Theory, Contemporary Technique, Graham Technique, 
Performance Skills and Repertory, Yoga, Klein Technique, Gaga Improvisation 
Technique, Physio, Flying Low, Pilates, Moving, Composition and Physical Practices 
Focus. 

§ I studied dance teaching methodologies and dance composition through practicing with 
and observing Swedish professional dancers. I noted diverse modes of transmission 
such as: words, phrases, vocal sounds, gestures, facial expressions, micro-movements 
and indirect teaching strategies. 

§ I met many artists, dancers and choreographers, with whom I exchanged contacts in 
order to create a connection between them and the National Dance Academy of Rome. 
These artists include: Paul White, Jenia Kasatina, Linn Ragnarsson, Asa Ludvik, Lee 
Brummer, Luke Blache, Jeanette Bolding, Karin Jameson, Helena Franzen, Chrysa 
Parkinson, Kristine Slettvold, Anna Grip and Burk Hardt Jan. 

§ I attended dance shows and performances at MDT, WELD, ZITA Stockholm Fringe 
Festival and Hall in Farsta. I analyzed these pieces as examples of contemporary 
choreographic research in Sweden. 

§ I performed in “Prospect <EVA>” by Michele Rizzo, guest choreographer at DOCH, 
for the festival, “My Wild Flag”. During this project, I was able to study Mr. Rizzo’s 
process. 

§ I followed the work of the choreographer Cristina Caprioli at CCAP/COFF. I shared 
my ideas and thoughts with her and had the opportunity to interview her regarding her 
position on dance research and cultural policies. 

§ I studied papers at the DOCH library on the following topics: artistic research 
methodology, body practices, theorizing and making contemporary dance, screen 
dance video and Swedish contemporary choreographers. 

 



 

 

The experience I had in Sweden was very important to me. I was inspired by the sense I 
found there of sharing, community building, healthy lifestyle, as well as the teaching 
approach, which is intended to stimulate creativity, cooperation and independence.  
 
I developed the idea of pursuing my MA Choreography Thesis during my experience with 
the project, Sharing in Roma – SiR. I co-founded SiR in 2017 along with a community of 
dancers living in Rome, Italy. Since then, the group has promoted meetings between 
professionals with the goal of creating a network for the exchange of knowledge, skills and 
research. These horizontal, peer to peer encounters are called “Sharing Training” and 
“Sharing Practice” and aim to support a research environment. 
 
I am considering submitting my application for a PhD Programme at DOCH in 
Choreography Composition in order to continue my research in dance, choreography and 
training methodologies, along with practice in connection with the local community and 
the environment. I would like to create a networking platform to create links and develop 
cooperation between choreographers, philosophers, researchers and artists. I believe it 
could be useful to have a clear view, on a world map, of meeting places, the people involved 
and their topic of research. 
 
I realize that the contemporary choreographer is much more than the author of dance: they 
are also an event generator, a creator of cultural policies, a person able to move thought 
and to connect people to their bodies and their desires. 
 

 
 
Best regards. 
Maria Elena Curzi 
Roma, 09 December 2019 


